
About our Company

Arre Digibot is dedicated to the development
and distribution of digital printing products. T-
shirt printers, sublimation printers, rotary heat
presses, printing media, and software are all
available from us. Shipping internationally at a
low cost and of excellent quality. 

We put our enthusiasm, devotion, and
knowledge to work for our clients in order to
make managing their textile printing as simple
as possible. We enjoy what we do and are
driven to provide exceptional service.

Company Values

Positioning

Concept

Goal

Mission

Become the leading manufacturer
of digital printing equipment and
consumables in the market.

Integrity, pragmatism, perseverance,
and inventiveness are all virtues.
Customers must be satisfied in order
for us to succeed.

Internationalization, branding,
specialization. Constantly strive to
innovate.

Self-achievement, green environmental
preservation, customer success, and
innovation and entrepreneurship!



ARRE DIGIBOT offers one-stop shopping for a wide range of printing
industry applications, with a product range that caters to all stages of the
production process.

WHY US?

INDUSTRY EXPERTS TECHNICAL EXPERTS PROFESSIONAL

 ARRE DIGIBOT has 
accumulated knowledge 
and competence in a 

variety of industries through 
collaborating with many 
successful customers. We 
use this knowledge to 

create equipment and can 
offer significant business 

advice as a whole.

ARRE DIGIBOT has 
amassed an excellent 
team of skilled and 
knowledgeable 
engineers and 

technicians over the 
years. These individuals 
bring technical and 

competitive advantages 
to Arre Digibot.

Production, processing, 
welding, spraying, 

assembly, quality control, 
and testing are all 
components of the 

manufacturing process 
that we integrate. There 
will be no outsourcing! 
Everything is handled 
with professionalism.



Markets
ARRE DIGIBOT printing machines are appropriate for a wide range of applications in a
variety of markets. Cotton, naturals, mixes, and functional textiles are among the fabrics that
can be used. From the fashion sector to home textiles to printed fabric and promotional
items, there is something for everyone. ARRE DIGIBOT is unquestionably a winner!

FASHION TEXTILE
There's no denying that the fashion industry is putting a greater emphasis on
sustainability. Women's apparel from internationally famous fashion labels dominates the
fashion sector.

Mixed synthetic textiles with a minimum of 60% synthetic fibers are commonly used for sportswear
and outerwear, as well as mixed synthetic fabrics with a minimum of 60% synthetic fibers. Because
the ink does not lay on top of the fabric, sublimation printers are great for sportswear. Because
the dye particles are embedded in the cloth, the image is softer and more lasting.

SPORTS APPAREL

TRENDY HOODIES
This name-thick knitted sportswear, long-sleeved sports and leisure fir-is familiar to older
people in various coastal cities, and the material is generally thicker than conventional
long-sleeved. The cuffs are tight and elastic, and the underwear is made of the same
material as the cuffs. 



Thank
You!WEBSITE

LOCATION

info@arredigibot.com

CONTACT
+91 9626355577

EMAIL

www.arredigibot.com

26,EASWARA MOORTHY LAYOUT
2nd Street, Karuvampalayam

MangalamRd, Tiruppur 641604
Tamil Nadu- India

Incredible Overall Value!

Within 1 year from the date of
purchase, if the machine has non-
man-made damage, you can enjoy

free warranty service.

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

  Buy a machine and you will get a $500 
worth of rip softwarefor free. CADlink, 
SAI FLEXI, Acrorip, MainTop for option.

RIP
SOFTWARE

 Starter kit pack including DTF PET
Film, DTF Inks, Powder, and the

user's guide.

DTF 
STARTER KIT

 The expert team will serve you
online and solve any problems you

encounter for free.

ONLINE TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

 


